ing the past fortnight have discussed more things, people, Friendship facts, books, works of art and iieas^ if you please, than ordin- mih ary people, living in the same town, can afford within ten Blanche years. The dear chap does not dislike holding forth, nor I either. And this house is the realm of books, meditation, silence, work.
Awful weather, but mild; and the flowers in the garden! I am telling you more than I should, if John had not so emphatically declared he was incapable of depicting to his parents his present surroundings. He sat to me for a sketch I did. I hope you will think it very like. The paint is not quite dry, therefore, the canvas will be sent over to you later on. It isyours, mind you, not John's.
In spite of ghastly pouring rain, John had a few motor trips. A whole day he spent in Rouen with a French boy, the son of a friend of ours, who studies at Cambridge.
You perhaps heard about the four large galleries, in the Musee,1 that a kind mayor (he went off his head soon after) granted me, to keep my works. Rouen is the city where my family lived for two centuries. In the future, I intend making numerous alterations, and adding many important canvases to the studies for portraits. I already have given 50 Sickerts, my portraits by Sargent, Forain, Simon; a Cotter; four Helleus (landscapes), too glad to make sure these would not be sold for a few francs when I am gone. Do you not agree that the fate of portraits is rather pathetic, unless the name of the artist be such a famous one that no change in public opinion could possibly prevent them from falling into oblivion?
The other day I wrote to dear old Thomas Hardy, pointing out that his portrait (not the sketch I have in the Tate) should go to some public gallery, in England? You remember, the Committee (Mr Debenham's) decided upon the sketch as more 'modern', as you may guess! But the more elaborate one, the rejected one, no doubt is far superior.
1	The Mus&de Rouen.
2	Now in the Manchester City Art Gallery.
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